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We prove that for special Thue systems T either all congruence classes are regular languages 
or none of them are. If all classes are regular languages, all syntactical congruences defined by 
the congruence classes modulo T are equal to the congruence defined by T. 
Introduction 
Thue systems are string rewriting mechanisms of interest in various theories, like 
presentation theory of monoids and groups 19, lo] and language theory [3, 5, 81. 
Due to their importance in these theories much attention has been paid recently to 
investigating structural properties of congruence classes and decidability or com- 
plexity issues (e.g., [3, 111). 
While it is well known that different congruence classes may have different 
language-theoretical properties-e.g., in the Thue system defined by (c, cca), (b, aba) 
the congruence class of c equals ca* and is a regular language while the class of b 
consists of all strings anban, n ~0, and hence is not regular-not very much is 
known about the dependency of such properties on elements defining the class. To 
our knowledge, the onky results known so far are of the following nature (see 
[3,5]): If the system has certain properties, (e.g., is Church-Rosser), then all classes 
have certain properties. 
In this note SWA @I\ VLI 
.- oob Jr b a very restricted case of this dependency problem, namely, 
we show that for special Thue systems- which are systems where the rewriting 
process consists of inserting/deleting given strings in/from strings-the regularity 
of classes does not depend on the axiom, i.e., either all congruence classes are 
regular languages or none of them are. If all classes are regular, all the syntactical 
congruences defined by the congruence classes coincide with the congruence defined 
by the Thue system. 
A similar question for context-free languages was mentioned recently in PI. We 
also want to point out that at present we don’t know how the results obtained here 
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can be extented to more general systems; a direct generalization seems to be 
impossible in view of the lack of a result analoguous to Fact 2.1. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory 
(see [7]) and of the theory of Thue systems (see [9, lo]). Our conventions are as 
follows. 
For a finite alphabet C, C* is the set of finite strings over C, including the empty 
string A. C + = C * - {A). The length of a string x is denoted by 1x1. For a language 
L CC*, the set of substrings of L is Gefined by 
sub L={XEC*lfor some u,v~C*: UXVEL), 
the alphabet of L is defined by 
alph L =Zf7 sub L. 
The left quotient of L with respect o XEC* is 
x-‘L={yEz*(xyEL}. 
A Thue system T is a pair (C, R) where C is a finite alphabet and R ~2 * x C *; 
(u, v) E R is called a rule. T defines the following relations on C*: 
x dry iff for some (u,v)~R, ?,wEC*: x=tuw, y=tvw, 
xtTy iff y’rx, 
X*Ty iff x+Ty or xtTy. 
*T (=7’s *T, respectively) denotes the reflexive transitive closure of the relation 
+T t+T, -TV respectively). Subscript T will be omitted in unambiguous situ- 
ations. Note that H is a congruence on C *; the factor monoid of C* with respect 
to e is denoted by Mr. 
For a binary relation r on C* and L CC*, XEC* the closure of L with respect 
to r is defined by 
cl,(L)={yEZ*Ifor some XEL: (x,y)Er}, 
and cl,(x) =cl,({x)). If T= (2, R) is a Thue system, we write [x] for the set cl,(x), 
which is the congruence class of x with respect to @ e 
A Thue system T= (C, R) is called special if R C {A) x C ‘. 
Special Thue systems have been studied from a variety of points of view, 
like word problems in groups [ 1, 4, 121 and language theory (e.g., 16, S]; in [6] 
special systems were called insertion systems and were investigated with respect to 
relation * ). 
This note continu es the investigation cdsp&d Thue systems from the language 
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point of view, namely, we are interested in the problem under which conditions 
certain properties r” of the classes are independent of the axiom, i.e., P([x]) holds 
for one x E C * if and only if P([x]) holds for all x E Z *. Typical properties P of 
interest in language theory are regularity, context-freeness, recursiveness, etc. This 
paper investigates regularity of classes with respect to a, and can thus be seen as 
a natural extension of part of the research reported in 161. 
One crucial fact about special Thue systems is that the relation ts can easily be 
described in terms of the relations * and c= , see [ 131: 
Fact 2.1. If (Z, R) is special then ++ = =$o =, i.e., forx, ytzC*, x@y if and only if 
for some 2 E C *: x =$z and y * 2. (In other wurdk the languages [x] and cl=>(x) are 
directed with respect o * .) 
If L Cc * is a language, two strings x, YE C* are called congruent modulo L 
(x=y mod L) iff C(x, L) = C(y, L), where 
C(x, L)=((u,o)E~*XC*~l4xuEL). 
= mod L is a congruence relation on C *; the class of x mod L is denoted by [x; L]. 
The quotient monoid of C * with respect to = mod L is called the syntactical monoid 
of L, in symbols M(L). &M(L) is finite iff L is regular. 
3. Results 
We consider a fixed special Thue system T= (C, R). Let 
I= {x~C*I(il,x)~ R}, A =alph 1. 
The first two lemmas establish that if a string 2 is of finite order in i&- then z is 
a substring of a string congruent to A. 
Lemma 3.1. If x*y, then for some substring u of y: 
u E sub[A], I4 4Yl- IWW + 1). 
Proof. If Ixlzlyl: u=d satisfies the claim. Assume x=a1a2...a,, y= blb2=*. bill, 
with ai, b+ C, m > n > 0. Consequently, for some z, x* z and y*z hold. This 
implies 
z=xoalxl . ..x.- ~a,x,=ydu l Y,,- #m~mr 
where xi, yi E cl,(n) for all i, j* Since at most n of the bj can be covered by the ai, 
at least m - n of the bj have to occur in x0x1 . ..x.. Consequently, for some k: 
r?, xk contains a substring w = b,yr... yS- I 
s-r+ 12(m-n)/(n=t- l)==(iyl-lxijiiixi+ 1). 
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Therefore 
A *xk = W’WW”= wlb,... bSw”, 
hence u = b,... b, satisfies the claim. Cl 
Lemma 3.2. If zn e z? for some nc m, then z E sub[l]. 
Proof. For some numbers r and s, sr2rl zl + 2, z’++ L’ holds. By Lemma 3.1, 
u E sub[A] for some substring uof z’, 1~1~21 zl - 1. Therefore u has substring z, and 
so zEsub[A]. Cl 
The next lemma and Corollary 3.4 allow to restrict our investigation to systems 
satisfying alph I = C, i.e., each letter of the alphabet is active. 
Lemma 3.3. Let z=zlalz2a2...z,a,z,+l EC*, with Zi E A *, ai E C- A for all i. Then 
(i) !zl= !zh[z2] . ..an[zn+ J 
(ii) [zj is regular iff [z,], . . . , [z,+ ,] are regular. 
Proof. (i) Clearly, [z, ]a* [z&z2.. . a, [z, + 1] c [z] . For the reversed inclusion, let 
x~[z]. There is YE [z] such that x*y, z*y. Consequently, =ylaly2...anyn+l 
where yi E A *n [Zi] for all i. Since IC A *, x = ~1~1 . ..x.a,x, + 1, with Xi*yi for all i. 
Therefore Xi*zi for all i, i.e. XE [~&q[zz] ...a,,[zn+l]. 
(ii) follows directly from (i) and closure properties of the class of regular 
languages. El 
Lemma 3.3(ii) is not based on regularity in the following sense. Let P be a 
property of subsets of C *, and let f be an ro-argument set function on C *. P is called 
stable with respect to f if and only if for all L,, . . . , L, c C *, P(L1) and . . . and P(L,) 
implies P(f(L 1, . . . , L,)). Then (ii) generalizes to: 
Corollary 3.4. Let P be stable with respect to products by singletons and products. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) for all xEC*: P([x]), 
(ii) for all x E A *: P([x]). 
In this paper we are interested in the property 
P(L): L is regular, 
and the question whether p([x]) is independent of the axiom x. It will turn out that 
either all or none classes are regular. We don’t know whether asimilar result is true 
for, e.g., context-freeness: At present i is not known whether context-free and non- 
context-free classes coexist, not even in case III= 1. Under various rather strong 
conditions on I (or MT), however, such results are easily obtainable 
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Example 3.5. If MT is a group, and if, for XEC *, 2 denotes an inverse of x wrt a, 
i.e. 2.~1, then for all x, ~EC*, 
n-‘[Z] = [xz], [z] =x- ‘[x2]. 
Consequentlys if P is stable with respect to left quotients by singletons (e.g., context- 
freeness, recursiveness), then either all or none classes have property P: 
In Jantzen’s monoid, [8], which is defined by I= { abk&), no class is context-free 
since [A] is not and MT is a group. 
Regularity satisfies the assumption on P in Corollary 3.4. Consequently, we will 
assume in the sequel that alph I=C. We leave it to the reader to formulate 
statements about algebraic properties of MT in case alph I #C. (Theorem 3.9(iv), 
e.g., would read: MT is the free product of (C- alph I)* and a finite group.) 
Lemma 3.6. If [z] is regular then 
(i) M([z]) is a finite group, 
(ii) there is a number n > 0 such that for all x E [z], y E C *: xy” exe y”x. 
Proof. (ii) follows from (i), since with n = ord M([z]), and = = = mod [z] we have 
y”=A for all yEC*, and therefore, for x E [z]: xyn E [z] and ~“XE [z]. This is a 
restatement of the claim. 
(i) Note first that x csy implies x= y for all x, y E C *. Since [z] is regular, M( [z]) 
is finite and it suffices to show that each a EC is right-invertible. Let a EC. 
Consequently, there are U, v EC* with uav E I. Then, for all n L 0, il H un(av)n, and 
from the finiteness of M([z]) it follows that for some n > m, 
A w #(a# = u”‘(av)” 4+ (avJn-“‘, 
hence a is right-invertible in M([z]). Cl 
Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6(ii) we are in the position to show: 
Proposition 3.7. If [z] is regular for some ZEZ * then [A] is regular. 
Proof. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6(ii) it follows that uzv e A for some K 0 E 25 *. Using 
Lemma 3.6(ii) again, we obtain 
A ($ u”(z$’ = U”Z~(ZV)” - ’ e ZV(ZV)” - ’ e zt’(v(zv)” - ’ )‘I @ zna 
Consequently, [A] = z - ’ [z] and [A] is regular. 0 
The regularity of [A] has strong consequences. In this case each class [z] is regular, 
MT is a finite group, and each congruence = mod [z] equals 0. 
sitii [A]) is a group if and on/y if MT is a group. 
(ii) If MT is a group, then for all z E Z *: = mod [zj = ++ . 
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Proof, (i) If 2 is hn inverse of x with respect to = mod [A] then R is an inverse of 
x v&h respect o e, and if ti*A then ti4 mod [A]. 
(ii) Since, for x, y, z EC *, xey implies x=y mod [z], it remains to show that for 
all x, y EC * the relation x~y is implied by x=y mod [z]. 
Assume x=y mod [z]. Let 9 be a string satisfying yy ts 11 @yp. Consequently, 
x=y mod [z] yields xj =yjj = il mod [z] . This implies 2x9 = z mod [z], and so 2x9 H z. 
But then x~ y since MT is a group. 0 
We want to point out that (ii) cannot be strengthened to an if-and-only-if 
statement: For 7= (C,0) the relations ++ and = mod [z] are the trivial congruence, 
but MT=2 * is not a group. At present it is not known under which conditions on 
T such a stronger statement is valid. 
Combining Propositions 1 and 2 we obtain 
Theorem 3.9. Let T = (Z, .R) be a special Thue system with alph I= C. Then the 
foil0 wing are equivalent: 
(i) There is z EC* such that [z] is regular. 
(ii) [A] is regular. 
(iii) For all z E C*: [z] is regular. 
(iv) MT is a finite group. 
(v) MT is a finite monoid. 
In [6] it was shown that some (and in this case any) language cl,(x) is regular 
if and only if I= {x~Z*l(l, x) E R} is unavoidable, where a language L is called 
unavoidable (on C*) iff C*-PLP is finite, i.e., any long enough string has a 
substring in L. A similar characterization is available for languages [xl. However, 
we have to point out that neither Theorem 3.9(iv), (v) nor the subsequent Theorem 
3.10 are effective characterizations of regularity since the finiteness problem for 
groups is undecidable. 
Theorem 3JO. [A] is regular v and only if [A] - {A} is unavoidable. 
Proof. If [A] is regular then MT is a finite group, say of order n. Then, for 
x=al . . . a&EC*, where ai EC, X’E C *, there are numbers n =j> ir6 such that 
a1 .. . ai@al... aj . Since MT is a group, this implies ai+ 1. . . aj ++ I, and consequently, 
[A] - {A} is unavoidable. 
On the other hand, each string x longer than some constant k has a substring in 
[A] - {A} if [A] - {A} is unavoidable. This implies that x is congruent to some string 
y of length at most k. Consequently, MT is finite and [A] is regular by Theorem 
3.9. 
As a consequence, if cl&) is regular then [d] is regular. (This could be estab- 
lished directly, see [3], usin the fact that [a] =f cl (A).) The converse does not 
hold as shown by the following example, 
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Example 3.11. Let C = {a, b}, R = { (A9 aa), (A, ab)} . Then I is avoidable-no string 
6” has a substring in I-but bb@ A, and so [A] contains the unavoidable set 
(aa, ab, bb}. Therefore [A] is regular- T is the cyclic group of order 2-but cl,(A) 
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